Dunbar's test of character

The National Championship at Dunbar provides its own set of challenges, course manager Graham Wood tells David White, as we look forward to the major golfing event in BIGGA's year... Pages 6-7

We know where we're going

Neil Thomas reports on BIGGA's annual general meeting and outlines the considerable progress being made... Pages 8-9, 11

A spot of ironing...

David White gets to grips with the machine of the moment and discovers how to increase putting speeds without stress... Pages 11-12

Total commitment to education

Debbie Savage started at BIGGA when the Association was first founded. Now she's relishing her new role as education officer... Pages 18-19

Now for the conditioner

Hugh Tilley takes a comprehensive look at growth promoting substances which are not considered to be fertilisers...... Pages 20-21

DEPARTMENTS

Faces and places

Ranks of female greenkeepers are swelled again... greenkeeper of the year moves on... all this and more on the page everyone's reading... Page 5

A profile of Debbie Savage on Pages 18-19, a directory of colleges on Pages 22-23 - and details of 1993's management courses Page 17

Around the Green

Regular updates from our correspondents. Find out what's going on... Pages 31-34, 42
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Dunbar Golf Club, National Championship venue, looking towards the Barns Ness lighthouse